BANSKO
BULGARIA

Emsworth Travel have been established since 1983 and are ABTA
bonded members of Advantage the largest consortium of travel agents.
We have purchased an apartment in the resort of Bansko which is a 4star
development offering Reception, small bar area, spa including indoor
pool, jacuzzi, sauna, steam room, gym, childrens playroom, Spa
treatments such as massage can be arranged with notice.
Bansko has a long ski season with snow falling from December to late
April and turns into a perfect spa break during the summer. Surrounded
by 3 mountain ranges, Rila, Rodope and Pirin (the most spectacular)
being the second largest mountain in Bulgaria and our apartment has the
advantage of having direct views from the balcony.

Our apartment is a duplex style, with downstairs offering
bedroom, shower room, kitchenette, and lounge/dining area. An
open fireplace can be used for that cosy winter evening, and
upstairs a second bedroom with en suite and a corner bath with
shower attached. We have a private parking space for those with
their own car/hire car.
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Our apartment is just 5 minutes walk to the ski lift and a few
minutes more to the centre of Bansko, though there are several
restaurants and bars close to the apartment. There is an ice
skating and bowling rink within 2-3 minutes walk of the
apartment.
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It is a good all year round resort with walking, trekking, rock
climbing, golf, cycling, and horseriding available in the summer
and Greece is just 138 kms to Kavala in Greece and just 146
kms to Thessalonika. Several excursions are also available. It
still retains the Bulgarian charm with plenty of Mehanas (local
restaurants) to chose from, though there is a good choice of
European cuisine too.

A high speed cable car takes you to the top of the Pirin
Mountain range in 20 minutes.
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Skiing is very good as is the standard of tuition and you can ski
amongst the pine trees in great scenery

There is a choice of restaurants on the slopes should you wish to
stop for a break
We can arrange transfers from the airport at Sofia which takes
approximately 2 and a half hours.
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The apartment sleeps up to 6 persons with 2 bedrooms and a
lounge with both the sofa and 2 chairs extending into beds for
choice
Dining table with seating for 6
Coffee table
TV and DVD/Video player
Kitchenette has refrigerator, hot plate with 2 rings
Microwave, toaster, kettle
Plates, cutlery, tea and coffee set for 6 persons
Wine, water, whisky glasses for 6 persons
Pan set, ice tray, and corkscrew
Both bedrooms have bedside tables, chest of drawers, mirror
and wardrobe and reading lamps.
We supply bed linen and both bath towels and towels for 6
persons
The prices for Bansko are as follows:20Dec-31 Mar
£350
01Apr-20 Dec
£250
Special offers can apply 4 weeks before travel subject to availability –
call us for more information on (01243)377211 or email us at
travel@emsworthtravel.co.uk
You can also follow us on twitter and facebook EmsworthTravel (no
space) and emsworthtravel.blogspot.com

